Flying
High
There is nothing ordinary or conventional about the
pioneering Eugene Kalafatis – a small-scale cane grower
in the Eston district who provides a specialised aerial crop
spraying service to growers. He is the first crop sprayer in
South Africa and the first helicopter crop sprayer in Africa
to employ the sophisticated AG-laser technology. He is
helping growers reduce costs and significantly increase
returns. The Journal headed out to find out more.

E

ugene would probably be
less out of place on a movie
set of Top Gun than on
a farm in the quaint countryside
known as the midlands. We walk past
his ‘old-school’ style home gym in a
garage alongside some tractors on
the way to take photographs and we
joke that we have not seen a gym in a
tractor shed before. Eugene laughs
and quips that he is well aware he
is not your typical farmer. As the
interview unfolds, we learn he is
very much a farmer at heart, and part
of the farming community.

Eugene Kalafatis, a small-scale cane grower, seen here
standing on the helipad in front of his cane fields with
panoramic views of the Eston district in the distance.
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His business, Helitractor, undertakes aerial crop spraying of ripener and fertiliser. He also under-
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takes other work including aerial
fire fighting, and more recently was
contracted by the Department of
Water Affairs to spray the Umgeni
River to remove Hyacinth in order
for the Dusi Canoe race to be held.
Eugene’s pioneering efforts in the
field of aerial crop spraying have
meant that growers have benefitted
from his service, saved costs and
increased income. These efforts
have seen Eugene contact experts
in the United States and New
Zealand because there simply was
no expertise or experience of helicopter spraying available in South
Africa. He has also used his own
sugarcane fields to experiment and
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